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Voice Cloning to Impersonate  
a Loved One in Crisis
With the rise of AI (Artificial Intelligence), scammers have 

become more maniacal. If any of your family members 

have posted videos online, the AI can use a few seconds to 

capture the voice and use it to create a horrific scam. What 

happens? You receive a phone call from someone who 

sounds like your loved one. They tell you they have been 

in a terrible accident and have devastating injuries. They 

assure you that a payment of money (often thousands of 

dollars) will prevent the injured party from pressing charges 

and they won’t have to go to jail. Crying, moaning in pain, 

begging … they will be very convincing.

To prevent falling victim to voice cloning scams, discuss 

this with your loved ones and prepare in advance. Call 

the person back on a number you already have in your 

contacts, not using the number they used to call you. Often, 

they can manipulate Caller ID to display a family member 

name. Don’t click “call back”. Have a “safe word” pre-

determined to use if they say their phone has died and you 

won’t be able to call them back using your trusted phone 

number. Establish ONE safe word in advance with all family 

members – an easy to remember word that is unique to 

your loved ones. Ask for their location and check with local 

authorities to see if there is an accident reported there. If 

you don’t have a safe word, ask personal questions that 

only your loved one would know. They say your loved one 

has amnesia from the accident? Call another family member 

to see if they have heard from the loved one and determine 

if this seems plausible. Be PROACTIVE and turn off “public” 

settings on your social media accounts for an extra level 

of protection. Report any attempts of fraud to your local 

authorities.

Mail Theft and Check Fraud
Check fraud occurs when unauthorized individuals 

manipulate or forge checks to unlawfully obtain funds from 

another person’s account. Stolen mail presents a significant 

risk for check fraud as criminals may intercept checks, 

alter them, or create counterfeit checks to access victims’ 

finances. 

To prevent mail check fraud, individuals should promptly 

retrieve incoming mail to minimize the risk of theft. 

Additionally, employing secure mailing options such 

as registered or certified mail can add an extra layer 

of protection against unauthorized access to sensitive 

financial documents. 

To eliminate the risk of stolen mail, directly deliver any 

outgoing mail to your nearest postal facility. Individuals 

should promptly report any suspected instances of stolen 

mail/unauthorized check activity to Citizens State Bank and 

take measures to secure their mail delivery. Check fraud is 

more common with businesses than with individuals, but 

anyone can be a victim!

Phone Phishing
Phone phishing is a deceptive practice where fraudsters 

impersonate legitimate entities to extract sensitive 

information or money from unsuspecting individuals over 

the phone. 

To prevent falling victim to phone phishing scams, it’s 

crucial to exercise caution and skepticism when receiving 

unexpected calls, especially calls that request personal 

or financial information. Refrain from providing sensitive 
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details such as passwords, social security numbers, or 

banking information over the phone unless you initiated 

the call and can verify the identity of the caller through 

official channels, such as a legitimate website. Additionally, 

consider registering your phone number on the national Do 

Not Call Registry and utilize call-blocking features provided 

by your phone service provider to minimize the frequency 

of unsolicited calls. Stay informed about common phone 

phishing tactics and report any suspicious calls to relevant 

authorities or consumer protection agencies. 

Email Phishing
Email phishing is a fraudulent practice where cybercriminals 

send deceptive emails pretending to be from reputable 

sources, aiming to trick recipients into revealing sensitive 

information or clicking on malicious links. 

To prevent falling victim to email phishing scams, it’s 

essential to scrutinize emails carefully, especially those 

requesting personal or financial information. Be cautious 

of unexpected emails from unfamiliar senders or those 

containing urgent requests for action. Avoid clicking on 

suspicious links or downloading attachments from unknown 

sources. Additionally, enable spam filters on your email 

account and regularly update your antivirus software to 

detect and prevent phishing attempts. Educate yourself 

about phishing and be very cautious about any unsolicited 

or strange emails.

Computer Hacking Scams
Scammers can impersonate software companies, such as 

Microsoft or Geek Squad, through various means, such as 

phone calls, emails, or pop-up messages, claiming there 

are issues with your computer or software that require 

immediate attention. They may request remote access to 

your system or ask you to download malicious software, 

enabling them to steal sensitive information or install 

malware. 

To prevent falling victim to these scams, it’s crucial to 

remember that Microsoft, or other tech companies, do 

not proactively reach out to users in this manner. Be 

wary of unsolicited communication claiming to be from 

a tech company and never provide personal or financial 

information or grant remote access to your computer to 

unknown individuals or entities. Install reputable antivirus 

software, keep your operating system and applications 

updated, and educate yourself and your family about 

common phishing tactics to stay vigilant against such 

scams. If you’re unsure about the legitimacy of a 

communication, contact the company directly through 

official channels to verify its authenticity.

Summary
Criminals find new ways to scam us every day. 

Educating yourself on how to prevent fraud is essential 

for safeguarding against various scams and schemes. 

Start by staying informed about common fraud tactics 

through reputable sources such as government agencies, 

consumer protection organizations, or financial institutions. 

Additionally, regularly review your financial statements, 

credit reports, and online accounts for any suspicious 

activity, and familiarize yourself with the warning signs of 

potential fraud. By remaining vigilant, staying informed, and 

practicing caution in your financial transactions, you can 

significantly reduce the risk of falling victim to fraud.

Questions? 


